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The Big Four cabinets held their
customary retreat this year on Sept.
.

13 and; 14. About thirty-tw- o
students met at Dr. Douglas' home on
Friday at one o'clock. From there
they were; transported to Camp
in Akron. This lovely setting
furnished an ideal background for
planning the events of the coming
year. The four cabinets met and appointed committees. These commit- tees met and planned their programs.
The budget was talked over and pass- ed. On Friday : evening vespers were
held in the middle of the lake. The
retreat was climaxed Saturday evening
when the students had dinner with
the faculty and Prezy gave an inspiring talk. The heads of the Big
Four. Craig Fabian, Joan Campbell,
Jean Jacobson, and Jim Cannell spoke
and everyone enjoyed Wooster's favorite pastime of singing after which
faculty and students returned home
en masse,
The committees for the following
yearareF Personnel - comffiltteeZTf
which Gale Weaner is the chairman.
Assisting him are Art Saalfield, Lois
Boop, and Sue Burkhart.. Week of
Prayer committee headed by Jim
Baird, assisted by Doris Bennett, Hal
Streeper, Jean Loweth, Bob Haring,
and Jean Hudson. Finance committee
lead by Stan Good, aided by Barbara
McConnell, Jim Baird, Horace Dut
ton, and Harry Diehl. This year's
drive will be headed by Hal Streeper.
Social committee with Doris Bennett
Y-No-
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young lives, of the great risks and the
glorious rewards which lie before
them, it is like the opening act of an
absorbing drama.
,

In the name of the College

I

Bob Jaffray, '41, of Rochester, New
Yprk, was named business manager of
the Wooster Voice at a Board of Con

trol meeting held Sept. 19." Bob re
places Sherwood Willard who is leav
ing Wooster to attend the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Sher
will take a two-yecourse at M.I.T.
in business technology.. The work is
in connection with the Wooster-M.- I
T. plan of three years here and two
there for a B.A. and a B.S. degree.
as chairman. Under her are Ruth
Bob will take over the duties of the
Lamborn, Hal Streeper, and Margar
Voice within the next week.
et Ellis. The files committee of which
A member of First section, Bob
Margaret Ellis is chairman consists
was last year business manager of the
of Billie Rhoads, Mary . Elizabeth
Index. He is also treasurer of his
Johnsten, and Harry Bigelow.
class.
ar

.

Due to the resignation of Lois
Wharton as vice " president, Jean
jacobson has been elected' to this position. Jack Mellin and Lois Boop
are to have charge of the Freshman
Forum. The representatives for the
Religious Education Board are Erdine
Maxwell and John Bone. Jim Baird
was appointed head of the Allahabad
committee. RalphH. Hamilton hi
charge of the chapel choir room.

wel-

come you all, but especially those of
you who come here for the first time!
May your experience at Wooster be
colored by happiness and crowned
by success.
Very cordially yours,
CHARLES F. WISHART

mark
Having passed the
its journey to a 250,000 goal, the
Wooster: financial drive,, launched
last January, has reached approximately 135,000, "according to late
summer figures released from the cam
paign office, in' Galpin Hall. The
third phase of. the drive," which is
called thi L Presbyterian phase, is be
ginning this fall, and will be conducted by church people in the state of
Ohio. The Wooster and Wayne Coun
ty phase was carried on last semester,
and the Alumni phase, begun during
the summer, is still going on, con
tinuing until late in December.
At present, E. Z. Ramey, Wooster
alumnus, is in Chicago and, with a
group of former Wooster athletes and
leaders is soliciting former students,
half-wa- y

So far they have canvassed New
York, New England, and a greater
part of Pennsylvania. In the future
they plan to hit Toledo, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, and Washington, D. C.

Freshmen Get Seasickas Captain
Cannel Guides Ship to Home Port
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Speech Dept. Holds

During the day the freshmen have
wandered from meeting, to test and
vTryouts
back, again. Opinions of the test
range from "Oh, not too bad." to
"Well." Tuesday was the fateful
by
Bound",
Sutton
Vane
i "Outward
'has been chosen by the speech de day. of registration when the cruisers
partment as the Homecoming play' had their first wrestle. with credit
r!th 4allryoutaiortLeca4tlojnine hours, 101-- or-- and closed courses.
"characters will be held Saturday mornMonday night the S. S. Greenhorn
.
ing, Sept. 21 at 9:00
held a party with "Captain" Cannell
directing activities from the bridge.
"Freshmen Apprentices", an
to which any freshman is Filtering through the grapevine are
'eligible upon tryout, will soon be or-- rumors that everyone had a grand
r ganized for the purpose of producing time and speciallj' enjoyed their dates
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Wednesday, tested psychologically
but still lame from the "run-out- "
freshmen arrived with upper classmen
for the first convocation. Classes started on Thursday and the exact location was one of the mysteries that
kept the freshmen "at sea". After the
rooms were, located and rolls called
the process" of getting an education
began in earnest.
Saturday night at the Big Four reception the freshman week cruise
comes to an end. At 10:30 p. m. all
freshmen should be "ashore", aban
doning thir ."sea. legs" preparing, .for
work.

New students this year number 282,
the registrar's office reported unoffi'
immed'
dally after a hasty check-u- p
lately following registration.
According to the. latest count the
total enrollment in the college is 888
students, of which 258 are freshmen
and! 2"arr Cpperclass transfers.
Besides 89 freshmen, Douglass this
year houses nine upperclassmen other
than the upperdass residents at the
head of each section. With those who
live off campus, the total number of
freshman men is 107.
Hoover has 6) girls which, with
the girls from Colonial, Korner Klub,
Miller, Monyers, Westminster, and
new dormitory to be known as White's,
adds up to 151 freshman girls.
This year there are four junior girls
living in Babcock, and several sopho
mores for whom there was not enough
room in Holden Annex or. Crandell's
have been placed in Westminster.
I

Choir Holds Tryouts
Tryouts for Westminster Choir will
be held at 4 o'clock on Friday, Sept
20, Monday, ' and Tuesday, Sept. 23
and 24 ail the chapel. For those who
cannfit be jh wiMany fbjTlhese timet.
otner dates wut be announced later.
:
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Continue Studies
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Continued on Page 4
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Hospital, Cleveland; Doris Lacy,
Dyke School of Commerce, Cleveland.
Elizabeth Lorson, College of Wooster Conservatory of Music; Ruth Nus-baum, Raddiffe College; Betty Oliv
Business
Conley's
hausen, Miss
School, Pittsburgh; : Lucy Ormond,
laboratory technician student; Grace
Hospital, Detroit; Edith Patterson,
Bolton School of Nursing, Cleveland;
AlmaT" Payne7 Western Reserve University; Laura Peterson, Dyke School
of Commerce, Cleveland; Marian
Plank, Carnegie Tech, Pittsburgh;
Katherine " Robinson, University of
Chicago; Francis Rohrabaugh, School
of Business, Jenkentown, Pa.; Margaret Ryba, graduate assistant in
Chemistry, Ohio State University;
Dorothy Smith, School of Business,
Brewster. Ohio Helen Smith. Insti- tue of Pathology, Western Reserve
University;
Helen Spro'ul, Bolton
School of Nursing, Cleveland.
Sue Thomas,- - Drexet Institute, Philadelphia, Pa; Doris Wilson, Columbus
University, New York City; Carolyn
Zwick, Rochester Business Institute,
Rochester, N. Y.; Charles Suttles,
'

-

.
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(Commute on Pag
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The faculty approved the college's
application for permission to establish a civilian pilot training program
here on the campus on Monday, Sep
tember 18, which program had previously been approved by the ad- -'
ministration committee of the board
of trustees. Dr. Kal Vet-- Steeg of the
Geology department was made director of the program of the Gvil Aeronautics Administration and will teach
some, of the courses. Professors Ford
and . Williamson of the Physics and
Mathematics departments will also
with the teaching of the courses.
The number of students for the first
semester will be limited to 10. In the
second semester there will be.oppor-number,
mnity for more
The course will extend. from October
1 gt
to February 1st. The ground
school work will be carried on here
ton J,, campus while the Wooster
port wjll cooperate with the college in
the flying school.
Wooster's decision to add this
course to the curriculum wa influ- enced by belief on the part of many
administration officials that there is
a large number of Wooster students
interested in this type of training.
Courses which will be taught in the
ground school course on the college
campus are history of aviation, aril
air regulations, navigation, meteor-olog.parachutes, aircraft and theory
of flight, engines, instruments, radio
uses and forms.
The government grant will be sufficient to pay all costs except for those
students who do not pass the course.
udents will then have to pay
The
ot toe 8round cni-will be given
. Four college credits
to the students who successfully pass
the course. The course must be taken
as a part of the regular 16 hour schedule. Applicants must be in ogod health
and pass a rigid health examination.
Applicants under 18 will not be admitted and all under 21 must have
the written consent of their parents.

at

Gaehr, student nursing, University
Hospital, Western' Reserve University,
Cleveland; Mary Louise George, Dep't
of Geology, Oberlin University; Janet
Henderson, Simmons College, Bos- ton; Christine Hofman, student nurs- ing. University Hospital, Western Re- serve University; Jeanne Illingworth,
laboratory technician student Huron
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Airport Cooperates

UmmerceyevelandLMaryouise

The-sophomores-w-erer

Post-Graduat-

Woosier Alumni

schools according to a recent survey
made in the Alumni office. They are:
Kathleen Booth," Pittsburgh School
of Applied Social Science; Betty Jane
Brophy, Juilliard School of Music;
Beatrice Browne, New York City Bib
lical Seminary; Barbara Caldwell, Wil- Secretarial School, Cleveland;
Anna Marie Callow, Dyke School of

-
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Large Ms of This and That Help
Rejuvenate Appearance of Wooster Now Instructors
Come to Wooster
1

H

Six new members have, been added
to Wooster's teaching staff this year,
President Charles F. Wishart an:!:s;S;iS?ii:K
nounced Friday afternoon at the.
meeting of the administrative committee of the board of trustees.
In the mathematics department Dr.
Loyal . F Oilman and Melcher P.
Fobes will take the places of Dr. B.
F.Yanney and Prof. Lr C Knight -who were retired at the end of the
1939-4- 0
school yeaxDrJpQman was
graduated from Ripon College in 1926
and has graduate degrees from the
University of Michigan. He has been
teaching at Texas Tech, Luboch, Te
i. - Mr- .- Fobes wa-s- graduated - froest Bowdoin in 1932, has his master's degree from. Harvard and has been dothe middle of the campus have been ing graduate work at the University'
abandoned for a new drive built of Chicago.
,
straight frorn, Bever to Beall. Pedes
Dr. William F. Kieffer, a Wooster
trians can saunter to Hoover on a graduate with his doctorate from
Brown University, will take the place
new walk and steps.
made
vacant by the. resigns tion of
The majo?Incision on the campus
S.
Dr.
C Stanford who will teach at
extended from Douglass Hall to Bab
College, Schenectady, N. Y.
Union
cock and the south end of Hoover.
department Fred- In "some places the cut to replace a I In1 the German
t
tt
aU
enc
eaking steam tunnel by a
vjr,""1
TV
t r rnnrr,tm
m
ir n l causea oj im reuremera oc Lit. joon
Lister. Mr. Grsebel has his bach
feet deep. Four tennis courts were re T.
elor
and master's degrees from the
built and a top dressing was applied. I
University
of Wisconsin and has dona
The old athletic field had a sim
graduate
work at the University ot
;
facial.
California.
An anesthetic was applied to the I Miss Myrtat Stover cornea to the
paper moths in the library and thai physical education department in
cyanide, of potassium proved fatal to I place of Miss Kathleen Lowrie, who
these "book termites" who threatened I is on leave-o- f absence for this school
to eat up our' store of knowledge, year. Miss Stover, whohaalner batV
Holden and its little sister, the Annex, I elor's degree from Ohio Wesley an
have' been outfitted with keys. New I University and her master's decree
safety glass has been installed in the I from the New York University School
windows on fire escapes of Holden and I of Education, has been teaching at
Hoover so that, in case of fire, the I Hiram College.
"
I
glass will not. break out Onto the steps
William J. Schroeder will assist In
.Patches here ahd there, new grass7 the 'phyucal " education depVrtmsrlu "
durinon pipes in two chemistry lab-- Mr. Schroeder was graduated from the
oratories, new street lights these are University of Minnesota in 1933 an 1
among the things that were dona oa received his master's degree in pV; -the campus this summer while we va- - ical education at Columbia Tsacl.c ,
Cs&8 in 4 MO-J---cati6ned.3atji vacadont s
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FihtReports-Show- -

Sad as it seems, the freshmen in
The freshmen are all "at sea". The
. c.. J.. general weren't surprised when they
l
c n
i.f,
AVIV
U(CC1U1V(U
WUUUCIT
vJ.
,
,
.
,
awardv2
Hifnts f
were routed at five Tuesday morning
were: Doctor of Letters, Louis Eleazer
10:30 Saturday, September 21. The for a short excursion. The weather
Lord; Doctor of Laws, Birton E.
program of the six day cruise includes cooperated beautifully with a thick
Doctor of Divinity, Harry Wileverything that the faculty and the fog that made everything hazy. The
liam Barr and John Sharpe.
Big Four consider a freshman should day after, however, it was doubtful
have at the beginning of his college who suffered the most, the freshmen
or their tormentors.
career.
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Enrollment is Small
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Seventy-fivmembers of the da
ot 1940 are now attending graduate

the-"Lo-
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At Grad Schools

,

!PjW?0!e.vJ president emeritus of
Mt. Holyoke College summed up her
speech with the following:."Prepared'
ness for construction and nof destruc- tion, learning how to live together,
and not to destroy one another is the
problem of 'the century and it must
be solved if xivilization is to endure."
She . cited opportunities lost 'In the
years following the first war and prior
W"tTrr3erf and declared that the loss
of these is to blame for the present
world turmoil.
i'
,

College History

Freshmen were formally welcomed
by President Charles F. .Wishart, and
the school year officially begun at
'
Convocation:
Faculty and students joined in singing
Hymn No. 192, the same which was
sung 70 years ago at the first convo
cation of The College of Wooster
Following the 'reading of the 69th
psalm, which was also read on the
occasion ' of the first convocation
Chester B.arris, professor of piano,
played Brahm's "Rhapsody in E Flat."
At the conclusion of the address,,
college 'announcements were made,
and new professors were introduced to
the student body Traditionally, the
ceremonies were concluded with the
ve
singing of
Song".

-- Wooster's

.

second semester of last year. They
headed the honor lists of both-tho- se
who. had all A's of which there were
eight and those who managed to keep
their grades above the o mark. Exactly 50 seniors held down this berth.
The sophomores ran a close second
with eight straight A students and 26
with B or above. The freshmen came
in third with four students on the first
honor roll and 33 on the second. The
juniors also ran. Four of this class
finished up with all A's and twenty- ight with.B or better. This gives a
total of 24 straight A students and
137 coming upin second rank.
lhe following students received the
highest" grade,' "A"; In each study pur
sued 'the second semester 1939-4- 0
In
The College of Wooster.
The seniors were: Helen Betty
0R.CHARUS F. WISHART
Burt, Mary Louise Gaehr, Donald
Walter ' Harris, Mary Katherine Olt- house, Jeanette Alma Payne, Roberta
Proctor, Clara Louise Smith, Josephine M. Thompson, e
The juniors were: Lois Elizabeth
Barr, Theodore August Jacob, Jane
Annarie Peters, Katherine E. Som- President Charles F. Wishart, in his merlatte.
Sophomore Honor Roll
convocation address, Wednesday, Sept.
Stanley-F- er
college
chapel
18 at 4 p.m. in the.
Ralph
ris
Earl
Coates,
Mar- Crider,.
of
the
founding
gave a brief account
of Wooster, and told in some detail drie Louise Hole,' Harriet Rebecca
about the original buildings - and HostettefT"" Martha Page Milburri,
equipment which, formed the ' basis' Marcus - A. Naylor, Enid Bonita
for the present institution. The first Spooner, John Lewis Yates.
The freshmen were: JohnOtto
year of its existence found 34 students
enrolled, with six seniors, eight jun Mellin, Mary Ellen Park, Betsy Marie
iors, eight sophomores and 12 fresh- Ross, June Rose Whitmer.
The following students' received no
men.
below "B" in any studies the
grade
A comparison was drawn between
second
semester 1939-4- 0
in The Col- the time of the founding of the col
of
ege
Wooster.
lege, when Napoleon had just been
were: Helen Vir
defeated and the French Republic was
ginia
Greene,
Ruth Mohundro.
Sara
formed, and the present situation in
Seniors were: Deborah Dale Arm
which we find that France is once
again under the rule of a tyrant, strong, Ruth Louisa Bishop, Mercedes
President Wishart pointed out that Loraine Blue, Andrew Richard Boda",
history goes in cycles, and that the Eric Boehm, Anne Holden Braden,
young people of the world must be Betty Jane Brophy, Beatrice Irene
prepared to face the inevitable troub Browne, Anna Marie Callow, Mar
Casteel, John Arthur
led times ahead with the same courage garet-GracChapman,
Marion
Edward Clark,
that our forefathers showed. He
Robert
Rayner
Commons,
Arthur
stressed the fact that a college educa-- 4
Cowles,
Woodruff
Philip
Clemens
tion is one of our best defenses
against whatever may happen.

was held last

cere-Tnbnies7highlighte-

11

graduates led Woos- -

e

mis

seventieth commencement
June 17 beneath the elms
clouds
on' the quad with
threatening overhead. However, there
was no downpour until the
DrT ,Mary
Wooley's inspiring speech, were com
pleted. Ninety-seve- n
men and 119
women, comprising the largest gradu
ating class in history, received their
degrees while four honorary degrees
were awarded.
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Endowment Drive
Passes Midpoint Wishart Reviews

Graduation Group
Hears Dr. Wooley
rain-soake-
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glor-iou-

a thrilling - experience to
greet the new students. When one
thinks of the potentialities in these

especially

Jaf fray Becomes
Business Manager

-K

Classuf"41"Lax

resurrection aspect as faculty and
students come flocking back to it. It is

Miss Dunham ''ill be the speaker
at the first' meeting of the Sunday
Evening Forum which will be held
Sept: 22, at 7:00 in Taylor Hall.
President Jim Cannell announces
that the object of the Forum is to
stimulate thinking and to give ex
pression to the Big Four which can't
be. reachpd elsewhere on the campus.
"The success of our aim',, says Jim,
"will hang on the students' reaction
to vital topics discussedby capable
people in their respective fields."
Some of the topics will be Labor,
Conscription, National Defense, Elections, School and Government Cooperation, and Voice of the Church
Tolay.

ah

campus takes on a

in-which-
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He- - happies- t- month of -- the year
for me is September. It is the; time

Dunham Will
Address First of
S. E. F. Meetings

of-Impres-

is-Sc- ene

Retreat

if

Freshman Women Held
Open House This Evening

Number

Prexy Extends Greetings to Faculty 1940.Grads Head
And JJtudents as School Year Begins Honor Roll While
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Three months of vacation are over!

In our absence the campus here

un-

derwent many major and minor op
erations.
Midsummer saw the- power house
-

partly forndown, at .ihQwn.in. the
picture. By how the removal of brick,
lumber, useful machinery, and 150
tons of scrap iron has left just space.
And soon we'll be walking on grass
where the Wooster power house once
stood.
Contrary to supposition, the fuse- blowing in Kenarden Lodge the last
few years' has been due to an inadequate electrical system. Now that the
Lodge has been completely rewired,
the fuseblowing should be remedied.
New lights and a new gas range
grace the kitchen, Kenarden diners
please note- Some of the buildings have bios
somed out like an Easter parade. New
paint and paper were donned by
Hoover. Cottage to impress her new
occupants. Painted walls all over the
xampua.had their faces washed and
wallpaper cleaned. Our feet will glide,
or slip, over refinished floors in all
the classrooms. The library, Scovel,
Warburton, Hygeia, and the conserv
atory are sporting new paint jobs.
The two old serpentine roads across
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By BOB SICKSECKER
)'
All newt it war newt of late, and
the whole of it it blended into a nonpartisan passion for American
From all aoDeararices this
trend of thought will continue at least
through first semester therefore a dec- laration of policy would hardly be
'
out of place.
Since childhood our entire training
has been directed toward the attain- -

Entered at second-clas- s
matter in the
Pojtoffice at Wooiter, Ohio

--

The fleet's in! No on second glance we see
it is just Jimmy Cannell posing as captain at
coster a
the freshman nuxe jTWhrdr heraldea-16.
The .
fall social season last Monday, Sept.
we
snouia
year started with a bang or perhaps

msntpf a rational point of

W

of Wooawr.
Official etnoBNt publioboa of Th. CoUaea
Pubfehwi weeUy dorina tiie school war.
,;
.
i
1883.
EmABdfi

Those believing in rationalism see
this fifth column witch hunt at the
lowest line of endeavor to which our

--

When faced with a problem, we were
it. taitffkr
o ta isolate - inveatiffate it.' and
bell,
used
which1 was
tontamrout'thi
mcome to certain conclusions as to our
sav a
relationship with it. This column can
navy theme of the mixer. Gale Weiner led
galley.
served
the
in
food
and
was
no higher aim than to try to
the singing
ll
by the inter'
NIace the newt ot the day trom 1
boys.
UDoerclass
ested
'tional point of view.
'!IJtional
Coupled with this witch hunt is the
U Obviously
om
this is an impossibility
Ob
Barely had bur newcomers recovered from
rule
of. the military to which we teem
'
ere
. that nerve racking experience when they were
fin thaat only the historian can write
voluntarily subjecting ourselves.
be
to
of a 1period of life and not be" influ
awakened at 5 o'clock Tuesday morning for
ago the most condemned
Five
years
a little exercise. Hal Streeper marshalled the
enced by its emotions. We can only men in the country were the munitions
laddies, while Margie Ellis headed the lassies.
do our best.
makers. Today the greatest brains in
Ruth Gensbigler softened the blow by serving
Support England
the country are trying to find them.
reached.--.
food when the destination was
With the degeneration of Europe Everything
makes a democracy
So much for the past The future also is
into paroaric snamoiet, iiierr u prsc a fjner place in which to live has been
dominated by welcoming activities. T h e
tically unanimous approval of the
forgotten in a mad stampede to train
Y. W. C. A. cabinet entertained the transfen
new ties with England? uniting the pilots, buy battleships and plan destudents in the tea house on Friday, Sept 20.
two countries in all but military action
fenses. With military doctrines domUnder the guidance of Mary. Elizabeth John'
isolationitself. Many of the
inating, the fine arts of civil liberties
6on; tea was served at 4:30.
ists came to the conclusion this sumbecome a last years' edition. Every soOn Saturday night, Sept. 21, the freshman
mer that we do have an obligation cial
gain it threatened by immediate
1 girls will have their first chance to float forth
to help England. However, it it not rejection if our crazed defense pro,.in evening array 7 Surprising discoveries are "
rational to become the victim of a gram
to desire. This is the insidiou
made at CmderellaV hrst 'appearance. Much
defense psychosis that makes you
of the doctrine that the end
poison
can be done with a formal, a new hairdo, and
cheer every time the president tneaks
justifies
the means; we are made to
that snaszy nail polish. The doors open at
a deal with England behind our backs. believe that
to defend our democracy
8 p.m. with the receiving Jine composed of
After all, it was a very few years ago we
surrender
it.
must
our beloved Prexy, the deans, the four Big
that the fad was to be an isolationist,
f
Four presidents,' and Dr. Douglass. A string
Ah! Patriotism!
and many trite canned phrases were !
trio will play throughout the' evening and a
blowing about concerning the im-And through the mess runs patriot- .special musical program is being planned.
States,
ism. The patriotism that hangs "God
j pregnability of the United
Refreshments will be served and welcomed by
Bless
America" in eery house and
i Some were pure blah, and many have
the parched throats of the introduced and
jVbecome outmoded, but it seems im- - store and saloon in the country; the
introducers. The climax and close of the eve- Bpossible that all the theories accepted patriotism that sings "I Am An
.
.
- '
arexombinedhefrFrexy-Wishar- t
speaks- but never saw a copy or
at axiomatic two years ago are now American
Love
Song
the
to the newcomers and plays
suddenly wrong. But let some one try the Constitution; .the patriotism which
'
for all to sing.
to express them, as did lindberg, and . cheers wildly at every mention of de-holding
S.
G. A. is
a tea for freshman
W.
he it accused In our highest chamber fense. but never read a book. Before
women and transfers in Babcock parlor be- of ieguUtion of being a fifth column- - it't all over the posters will be right:
tween 4:00 and 5:30 p.m. Sunday.
"Uncle Sam Needs You!"
1st.
Sunday night the Senate is sponsoring the
meeting -.season's first
place will be the library steps, the time 6:30.
There's nothing like a sing to break the ice
as we of last year know, and to die still nervous
freshmen
"Music hath ; charm and doth
THE COLLEGE, GAL:
'
sooth . .
, "She comes in assorted heights, dressed and shaped according to
and the
Comes the week-enfashion. Her
latest
hair is becoming, and she will seldom
'
.dance. Although it is not
first
with
cover
a hat; but just let a suspicion of rain appear and she wads
it
until Saturday night, Sept. 28, we would like
it up under a bandana and looks like someone who should be slaving
to say the music begins at 8 o'clock and ends
in Russian wheat fields."
be the gym, and the
at 11, the ballroom-wil- l
power behind the throne, the Senate.
cartoon technique is a new twist in engineering courses at New York University to illustrate principles and
mechanical theories.
r

I

a German?

cauntry has sunk. There is a fifth
column to be watched, but the agency
t0 j0 the watching is the F.B.I, and
not John Q. Public? If the Senate is
reaUy, worried, .and not just trying to
tLraJ . war lcare for political reat- oni Aen it should appropriate more
mcney to the police tftower for detect- L
:
I
nn
ing auiu juickui,cumtancea make a aeneral cry to the
e
puJ,ljc to l00k out for the evil
enceii That't not government, that't
'hvateria

view.

ACP

Hi.'

WiiEugland

Hori-HiliteTi- es

-

-
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How Will Students Face
Pending Wartime Issues

j

.

d

richest educational institution.

Will Favor

Iij my mind the freshman "Mixer" has always been a misnomer. The frosh are thorough- ly mixed up already and this serves to get
them straightened oitf.

.

It sounds good for three or four weeks.
Then "Hello" becomes an automatic exercise
of the vocal cords. It has gone "limp". Let's
pack into it some of the enthusiasm we showed
for the team leaving" for Rutgers last year.
But don't blame us if you go home and
speak to all of the strangers in the- - next
Hock.

Last summer a member of the class
became a proud father and passed out

of Undergrads

College Appointments

of '43
candy

fellow-worke-

Burke-Wadswor-

off-camp-

tup-po-

bacon.

The movies have long been the advocates of
huge casts. At last they have applied this idea
to the old formula of boy meets girl. The
result, "Brigham Young."
,
' The scene is Douglass Hall, the characters,
.:
"two students.
;'
Hello.
Hello.
;
How do you like it here?
,
Fine how do you like it?
, Swell,
(Simultaneously) You see, I'm an upper'

'

..

--

-

-'-

.

.

Big Four Reception,
Gymnasium

MONDAY, SEPT 23 .
10:00 A.M. Freshman Orientation Lee
Taylor Auditorium
ture,
7:00 P.M. Freshman Aptitude Test,

-

'

,

'

(The two characters walk off sheepishly)

----'

Kauke Hall, first floor

.

.

classman.- -

find college students voting considerably less than
in favor of
compulsory military training.
.1
Nevertheless these last few weeks
rumor indicates that even among students, there it growing sentiment that
America mutt call its manpower to
the alert. Undergraduate and faculty
groups in increasing numbers have
conceded that tome sort of a draft is
necessary.
In Philadelphia, Lawson Robertson,
Penn and Olympic track
coach, declared for compulsory military training to toughen American
youths for possible defense of their
country. "I don't think the young
two-thir-

...

-

97-year-o-

Kenarden Lodge? Its that building out there
That looks like an L when seen from the air.
There's something else I ought to tell.
Allardice
The inside also looks like 'ell.

rt

-

ulation as a whole. A recent tabulation of press polls showed that 66
per cent of America's adult voting
population favored conscription. It is
a safe bet that an objective sampling,
following the methods of Dr. Gallup't
Institute of Public Opinion, would

It's a good egg who will bring home the

.

ds

ld

Bill

h

th

givendmeaiureythepop-

'

.

Burke-Wadswort-

.The recent passage of the conscription bill has awakened Wooster and
other colleges to the. possibility of
interrupted college plans for many of
i their students. As is to be expected
campus support throughout the counbill, has
try for the
lagged considerably behind tha

rs
on the campus.
bars tcr his
Good old Wooster, one place in a million,
where cigars are passed out when a couple
goes steady and candy bars when there is a
'
blessed event.

-

.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE
"
Dear Editor:
C A. A. FLYING COURSE AS
Those of us who .signed a petition
PROPOSED FOR WOOSTER
last year asking for
danc- Bob Wilder, '42: After all aviation is
ing or
dancing on the
a field that deserves attention in
campus, are wondering just what hapa liberal college. Wooster may conpened to the petition. No report has
sider itself fortunate in being sebeen made of any action taken. Did
lected as a school affording this
the trustees vote on it at their June
C. A. A. training.
meeting? If so, what was their deci- Mary Ellen Park, '43: I'm against it.
sion!
It lends a military note to the othA Signer
erwise pacifistic spirit of the school.
Dear Editor:
It underminet the entire Wooster
Students are already asking about
the fate of the dancing petition of
ter has ever stood for.
last spring which was turned into the "James J.B. Bender, '43: I can see no
week-nig-

e

--

-

Two-third- s

v

Editor's Note:
We welcome all letters to the editor
on any subject, if constructive. Your
name need not be published as long
as we know who you are.

coke.:

Expect

Hellman's favorite sport at the moment is tennis. He says "I can never
get enough tennis", He also says that
he would like to meet and know all
' the students and teachers in Wooster
in March , 1939. His last College.

...

"

h

Hellman't family it widely scattered. He hat a titter in New.York City,
another sister in England, and his
mother and brother are still living in
Czechoslovakia. Fortunately neither
Max nor his family - hat had 'any-trou- ble
with the German authorities
"However",
ruling Czechoslovakia.
Hellman says, "the terrible things you
read about German rule in Czechoslovakia are true."

Letters to
e e e the Editor

Jellying A' tampvls "term meaning an 'inexpensive ' date, usually
several hours sitting in a restaurant over-- ' a
;

we-ha- ve

r::

slovakia

--

ed

Harvard University's $143,000,000 endowment makes it America's

In keeping with the Wooster spirit
tradition in addition to
a worth-whilthe fun of the last week. Every upper classman each year resolves to say "Hello" to
everyone he meets on the campus. Soon the
JmskareJoingiLtoc-- -j

:

-

Among college students a quitter is described as one who succumbs
inevitable before it becomes the inevitable.
the
to

y

Everybody's Doing Ii

P.M.

Disney-animat-

w

N.Y.U. In May, this year, he received
scholarship to Wooster through the
International Student Service.

-

well-curle- d

e?

The-Walt

chance was to get a student passport.
After considerable difficulty and delay, this was finally obtained in October, 1939. Hellman then came to
New York and lived with hit titter
while attending
and brother-in-la-

Hellman speaks German, English
and Czech fluently, and knows some
Spanish and French. In Prague, Hellman finished high school and attend-- "
ed a German technical school there
for one year. He planned to study in
Switzerland after another year, but
the trouble between Germany - and
Czechoslovakia in September, 1938,
put an end to that plan.- For that
reason,- he applied for immigration
papers to come to the United States.
This plan was also upset for him
when the Germans took over Czecho-

The

--

ed

T0iotjthsL

--

Prexy once said that most of the news to,
s
propaganda and
day was
panic. Let us hope that neither is the
deciding factor in America's cause.
one-fourt-

:

!

ect

three-fourth-

.

HAILSTONES

Those of us who will vote this fall wonder
which is the wiser; F. D. R.'s statement of help'
ing the allies with supplies, or Willkie's,
"Sure, let's help them". Would we not then
- find --it necessaryto- - send --convoys those supplies from other eager hands? Or
should we not become self 'sufficient' and re
main aloof from the chaos in which we were
left after the World War? Or are the
groups fight in feeling that we could
much more quickly elevate the'suffering among
starving nations by a declaration of war. Or
shall we adhere to Gods Word, the immor'
tality of murder. And then perhaps we are
reminded of those "about us who .would ; be
among the first to be called.
pro-all-

a

all-collegesing-

1

all-colleg-

8:00-10:0- 0

red-head-

.

Here we are again nearly a thousand stU'
dents, in this little world of ours. But this year
we. are not as far from the troubles of the
world as we might wish.

to-prot-

ae

.

.

SATURDAY, SEPT 21

CzechoMax Hellman,
slovak! an refugee student, says that he
is more than happy to be at Wooster.
Max's first impression'of Wooster
lege was the friendliness of Wooster
students and facility. Hellman hat
been
attended New York University the
second semester this year. He is major- in chemistry.
, ing

.

Glenn Bryan, Robert
Lewis Van de Wine. Sue

ADVERTISING ASSISTANTS.
lohruon. Milton Ronihtim.
Burkbarlt.
CIRCULATION MANAGER.

WoosferVFriendW
M. Hellman, Czech Refugee Student

--

in-Amerieaflbout-ten-

Helm

Marty-

fellows of today are ready for a war,"
asserted Robertson, celebrating
twenty-fift- h
anniversary
at Penn.
'They have the initiative, tut not the
endurance for fighting."

hit

Among the principal senate opponents was Montana's isolationist Burton K. Wheeler, whose objections
ttruck.a responsive chord in many
student minds: 1, that conscription
would destroy democracy in the United States; 2, that iider has no military designs on the U. S.
Proponents of the measure argued
that action was necessary' with Hider
supreme over virtually all tha, European continent; that voluntary enlistment could not provide sufficient
high-grad- e
manpower for defense,
and that conscription in previous national emergencies has not resulted
of American democracy.

us

ht

prinriples--evetythingthatWoo-

acultJfortheoteofthetrustees,

s-

argumenL8gainsUtIt'tajipppo!

Perhaps students are asking for more , tunity to gain knowledge of a
than they have time. Rumor
tical and growing field. But why not
has it that students might well profit
base enrollment . on competency
if they spent a bit more time on the ' rather than seniority as is now
actual purpose of a college. --Is
dancing week nights but another ex- - George Grover, '43: Why clamp down
cuse to forget our books?
so tight as far as physical examina- Maybe we are not justified in ask- tions go. Many airminded fellows
ing for so much but we would like to
are omitted due to these needlessly
know what the trustees decided?
harsh restrictions.
prac-recreati-

nc-----plann-

on

ed.

-

uction

in-destr-

Attitude of the administration' and
of local draft boards toward actual
conscription

of college students

re-mai-

Bt Sure to Visit

ns

b
There

1
.

be seerT in actual practice.
seems some basis for tha pre-

THE A

diction that the proportion of students called to camp will not be high.
But at any rate conscription it here,
despite thousands of lusty "nays" from
. hundreds
of colleges.

N-- N
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FOR THE THINGS YOU WANT

TO FIX UP YOUR ROOM

.

ACP
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STYPE'S
T70QSTEKSETTESi7-- r

Drug Store

AND THE PLACE TO MEET

ZTVfr"
AND TREAT YOUR

FRIENDS

IS
THE

MARINE ROOM
THE HOME OF THE BEST IN
ICE CREAM SOD AS"SUNBAES
Plain and Toasted Sandwiches

--r-

v

paw

Fruit and Vegetable Salads
:
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Capt. Gernerl Sparks Gridmen; Swigart Shifts Backs

it'

LP

As Backfield Coach

Jl

By JIM CAWiELL

-

--

By AL

has shown the effects of working in a
dairy this summer. Looks rugged. . . '.
Can't, recognize Walt Wagoner qn
es
the
support to Darwin's
theory of evolution with that new
mouth guard pretty smooth looking
chick off th field, though, gals ; ,r.
Bill Shinn craqks into a boy soprano
occasionally when he's barking sig
nals. . .TDan-Jennin- gs
resembles- - a.
Maginot line when he's bent over thd
ball not as penetratable, however.
. . . "Kid" Kate ballet through the
line would make many dance instrucScot stock
tors wince with envy.
took a leap when Dick Sproull,-Jenning- s'
and Red Campbell reported this
week. . i . If you're looking for a
laugh,' have 'Toby Drysdale tell you
of his arrest for speeding on the way
to school.
Did you hear of the
Pitt footballer who wouldn't play pro
football' because he didn't want to
take a cut in salary? ,. , , Ray Hudson
polishes off six glasses of milk per
lunch
guess it's just to "whet" his
appetite. . . . Captain Gernert's basketball finesse also shown up in his
pass receiving ability he can snare
anything within two yards of him.

...

...

Buccalo Acis as
Women's Gym Head
.

H

Off the record:

"Puffle" Prentice
i
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Suits and Overcoats

.59c

Phone 812
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Grand Rapids College

0

72

Defiance College

3

41

Danville Normal College

0

Hanover College

0

26

Valparaiso

69,

Bluffton College

7

33

Franklin College

0

14

Ball State Teachers College 10
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"rac-queteer- s"

13

.

However, when we compare our
squad with some of the college squads
whose teams we meet this fall, our ma
terial looks more like a' high school
squad. But a fine spirit, which I believe exists on our squad is more im
portant than material and though it
is Coach - Swigart's first year with a
It's a cinch that any 'man who apnew system, he knows his material and
pears sluggish on the field . won't
will get everything out of the boys
win the favor of -- Coach Schroedef7
that they have to give.
Hustle is one of the first rules in
Bill's book.
By Coach L C Boles

Refusing to make any predictions
about the. present football season, he
prefers to wait until he sees the quality of the Scots' opposition. He thinks
the boys look big and tough and with
some breaks and steady play he hopes
they will be able to go places.

YOUR NUT and
CANDY SHOPPE

.

WA.A.

second.

to give a style show at the garden
Coach Hole has planned A soccer party which Y. W. is having next
tournament that will be played off on week.
Saturday mornings, and he gave indications that a horseshoe contest and

"Say

BROKEN-LENS- ES
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WELCOME $ ACK ,TO
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DUPLICATED
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White Lens.... J2.00 to $20
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For

Men's Furnishings
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10c
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A

Sporting Goods
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Dry Goods

SATINS

ER

Heel

o

3.95

Domestics
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-S-

LISTER
Shoe Store

THIRD FLOOR
Women's Ready-co-WeWomen's Furnishings
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Gift Shop Greeting Cards
Toys'
Games
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BASEMENT STORE

Phone 400

Women's Basement Store
Hosiery a Specialty

Printed and Engraved Stationery

Watch Our Windows

"

Swank Belts Suspenders

MNyER60rtW

.

Swank Jewelry

ABIE-

STORE SELLING

ECOND FLOOR

Men's Clothing
Parcel Post Bags
Boys Own Store
Beauty Par loir Rest Room

THE COLLIER PRINTING CO.
Bever and North Sts.
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STORE DIRECTORY

Net

Ties

Wembley-Nor-Fa- st

Phone 31

153 B. Liberty St.

to New Students

SUNDAES

Emerson Hats.

PARKacAW(nHappepi(wii5sa3
KINCS-PCRMMENTAHDWASM-

Optometrist

"'

Paul Talmale, Agent

Rugby- Sweaters
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02,

YErpecsKaratYNt

Frames repaired while you wait.

Phone 260

Hamburger Inn
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Welcome Students

DRY CLEANING CO.

r--

"

MILK SHAKES

Glover Sportswear

Avowee

BARBBR SHOP

a?COpenolfjrourneywouldbe
"HAMBURGER
OCfBy The Bag Full"

Stibbs St.

TALIAFERRO

Our Candy" .
OPP. SCHINE'S THEATRE

-

QUICKER THAN

Two blocks off .campus

It With a Box of

-

rrraast

.

SHACK

Socks

VanHeuspnShirts

Parker

appointed director of
and a cup of coffee tastes mighty good
Sports, has announced an extensive
between halves of a scrappy game.
and varied athletic program for the
The stand is in charge of the finance
coming school year. First on the list,
committee of W.A.A., headed by EiTouch Footcomes the
leen Smith, and assisted by Margie
ball League, which is expected to get Ellis, Gwen
Polen, and Dill Kass.
into full, swing by the latter part of
W.A.A. is sponsoring a "get ac
nextweek-A- ll
sections that
quainted" fall sports program for all
be represented are to elect a team freshmen
women beginning Monday,
manager, who must meet wth Coach September 23, in Hoover At 6:30. The
Hole before the league gets under W.A.A. members in charge of the
various sports will explain the activi-tie- s
way. T"'.
planned for each sport. The
Two tennis tournaments have also schedule reads: Monday,
hockey;
Tuesday, tennis; Wednesday, archery
been planned. The Freshman
will be given a chance to and swimming; Thursday, golf and
show their stuff in one, and the varsity dancing.'
tennis players are to compete in the
Members of
are planning

JEWELRY

from the

7HATI PIWfT THINK AW INK COULO 5TAN- P-

V

Coach "Mose" Hole, the recently

ciate in a short time is the refreshment
stand at the football games. A hot dog

j

GEO. H. L ARM

Coppers Jockey Shorts

3 NOWPARKEgPEAMARErQaftJttNACnsiS

Perhaps one of the activities carried
on by WA.A. which we'll all appre-

-

5WAR ON ASINGLE

PERFECF-KflT-A

Open Iniramurals

'

BROS.

Headquarters For

TItSVWWM)REOS0FPAG30FN0TE5lMy

University

a

'

Seaboyer's Grill

41

e- -"

The Store for Men and
Young Men

CAMERAJTLrtS AND ALLOTJtER EQUIPMENT

HERE RLrfffi"HEWROIETHERWK

rec-

Manchester

WASBARELY SAVED FROftPROMIlfK WHEN HIS
BAMBOO RAfTCAPSJZH)INA5WIFT

1939

ord:

219 E. Liberty

CW

Touch Football Ta

started in the near future. As an addThe Wooster mentor hasn't tried ed feature, Hole is planning to disthe boys out' enough to make any tribute handbooks on Intra Mural
predictions, but he assures the fans a Athletics this week,
good scrappy outfit for the 1940 sea-

7

Always Welcome

T7

SMSm

time- -

"retreat" held last
week made plans for bigger and better sports activities for the coming
year. Dill Kass, W. A. A. president,
would only hint of the numerous
events to come, but promises that
there will be a sports program no girl
"
'
can afford to pass by.

HARRY DITCH

Intra-Mur-

.

Drop in at any

W.A.A. at

Coach Johnny Swigart and his assistants, Munson and Schroder, have
been drilling their griddert hard since
Sept. 9 in order to start the 1940 season with a bang. The Scot pig skin

"

t

W. A. A.

HoldScois Fat- e-

toters open up with Manchester College, a new team on our. schedule,
in the Wooster Stadium, Saturday,
Sept. 27. Manchester College is located at North Manchester, Ind., and is
playing Wooster this year, because it
grew too tough for its Indiana league
and "was forced to" secure Hew opposition for its 1940 schedule.

-

Features
Varied Program

Eleven Leilermen

Eleven lettermen are back from last
season ano also two prospective canMiss Buccalo it the acting head of didates, Schriver and Sgroull, have
the women's physical education de- returned from the year before last.
partment this year while Miss Lowrie The letter-beareare: Captain Gern-er- t,
is away; Miss Myrta Stover is a new
Hudson, Prentice, J. Campbell,
instructor in the department.
Kate, Jennings, Bill Miller,. Ditch,
Social dancing clasjes are scheduled
for Babcock basement from 7 to 8 these have put on weight during the
p.m. Saturdays, starting next - week. summer months, and all re in good
These classes are especially for fresh- condition. Hoge,' Wagoner," Drysdale,
men but are open to all students who and Evans are four gridders that show
wish to learn to dancer The classes signs of doing big things this season.
have proved popular in past years, Also returning for fall practice 'are
and a large attendance is expected. ' a number of former frosh gridders,
Before the profs start cracking down including: Boyer, Eicher, Weibusch,
and assigning term papers, you girls Shinn, Balloon, Halter, Colwell, and
better get out and take advantage of Morkel.
the fine condition of the golf course
and the tennis "courts. Archery and Swigart Switches Three Lettermen
Coach Swigart has changed some
hockey will both be starting soon, and
of
his players' positions. Karl Kate
a fall tennis tournament is planned.
has been shifted to the backfield, and
Jennings and Baun to the line. Jennings will be playing center, while
Baun will hold either a tackle or
'
guard post!

Wooster (it being your first
visit) we want you to feel at
home at any time you wish
to drop in to our Studio to
look at our Photographic
Work. You will find it differ-

BY HURLBUT

1

--

LONE

is

-

'
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CITY TAXI

To say that our athletic situation
promising would be a grow exagger
ation. Although it appears promising
in spots, it is definitely dark in others.
Regarding . our football outlook.
from my office window the material
appears to be about the same type as
we had on our squad last year. The
back field appears to be slightly heav
ier. Bill Miller, Harry Ditch, By Hurl- but. Bill Vigrass, and Dick Sproull
should all improve with a year's ex
perience. At present, Coach' Swigart
"Bill" comes to Wooster from has Karl Kata in the backfield, which
Lawrence College, Appleton, Wiscon- should improve blocking. New men
sin. After his work as assistant foot- with high school experience including
ball coach at Lawrence was finished in Shinn and Wiebush should rive na a
the fall he attended Minnesota' Uni- fairly strong group of backs.
versity, where he received his BA deLine About the Same aa in 1939
gree in Physical Education.
On the7 line there, secerns to. be little
The new mentor had already playchoice between last year's lines and the)
ed three years of football while study1940 line, especially with the return
ing at the Milwaukee State Teacher's
of Jim Campbell. Bob Black and
College and so" was ineligible for the
Marcy are gone and their loss will
Gopher squad.
be felt. With Captain Gernert, HudLast June he received his Master's son and Karl Kate available and Eichdegree in Physical' Education from er from the available sophomores,
Columbia U, in New York.
Swigart shouldn't worry about his
Leads Frosh Swimmers and Netmen ends. If George Popa's knee operaAt the present time he is backfield tion has resulted in his return to his
coach ' and trainer of the football 1937 form, our guard situation will
squad. He will have charge of at least not be so bad, as he and Prentice
two gym classes and will lead the should give us at least two good
Ftosh swimming- - and tennis squads. guards. Shriver's return to the squad
Coach Schroeder has also coached will also help. At center Balloon show,
basketball, having had one year's ex- ed promise as a freshman and I unperience as a high school coach in derstand Jennings is to be tried out'
'
at this spot.'
charge of all sports.

"Bill" Schsoeder is the
newest addition to the Scot coaching
staff. Standing about 5 feet 9 inches
in height, the most noticeable thing
about- his appearance is th width of
his broad shoulders. He wears glasses
off of the practice field, has straight
blond hair thinning slightly in front.
His very likeable disposition is one
of his best points. He is married, his
first wedding anniversary being last
Wednesday

field-'-giv-

everyattlels7going61)eTrfour
star attraction.

MOIR

William

---

Six lessons from Monsieur la Swi-gaand you'll discover that the football lads are In for a snappy season.
A week from tomorrow we'll be rhum-bain- g
down the field against Manchester! and the new 1940 model of
the Black and Gold will be unveiled.
This game will be a double attraction not only will there be the natural excitement which accompanies
the first encounter, but it will also
mark the first content for the squad
under the tutorship of Coach Swigart.
It was not so long ago that Mr. Swi- gart was galloping on the gridiron in
the placer's role gathering glory for
Wooster in his generation. The tactics
he has gathered under Coach Boles
plus his own observations will prove
a tough combination to crack. '
That winning spirit which is so
vital is rapidly becoming evident in
every member of the team. It's no secret, that some of the fellows weren't
very encouraged by this year's prospects but that complex is a thing of
'
the past. Every man on that practice
field is snapping through signal drills
and putting everything he has into
the scrimmages. Mark ye his words
rt

r

Light Squcd Fails
To Dim Opiomisiic
Ouilook For 1910

Life io Football
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Van Heusen Pajamas
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Smith and Corona
Portable Typewriters

L. C.
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We service all makes of typewriters
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Of Local Club" Say Repu blicans Good and Stewart

who are inter
trying out for the Voice staff
are asked to report to the Voice office- in lower Kauke basement on
Monday, Sept. 23, from 4:30 to
5:30. This notice applies only to
upperclassmen. At a later date a call
for freshmen will be issued; The Voice"
especially "needs reporters and copy

1

1

All uDoerdassmen

ested

1)

Good. Margaret Elisabeth Hadley,
Ravtnond M. Hainer. Robert Charles
Hirt, Betty Elizabeth Hof acker, Ch ru
tin D. Hofmann, GeraK Robert
Johnson, Elvan Erwin Kintner, Har
riett Ruth Klein.
Andrew Michael Kubico, Marguer
ite Phyllis Lane, Anne M. Lawther,
Betty Warriston Lewis, Rachel Linnell,
William Mackey, Jean Mayberry,
Robert J. MU1, Don John Miller, Mar- sterv Moore. Betty L Olnhausen,
Reynold C Overbeck, Marion Sophia
Plank, Katherine Seymour Robinson,
Frances Louise Rohrabaugh, Ethel
Mar-joneJean1 Ross, Ruth Mangen Riigen,
sby
Robert-dadBeU Scott,
Shreffler. Helen Leah Smith, Jean M.
Smith, Jeanne D: Smith, James Giles
Stoll, Charles M. Suttles, Suzanne
Ellen Thomas, Mary Estella Timber
lake, Virginia P. Weisenstein.
The juniors were: Fern Pauline
Anderson. Pryllis Mary Barman, Hel
en Catherine Bigger, Donald Robert
Brown, Anna Jean Carroll, Florence
Edgerton, Harriet Lucy Foster, Ruth
Dorothea Haass, Ernest John Hough- ton. Mary Elizabeth Johnston, Mari
lvn Rose Johnston, Roberta Jean
Kingsley, Anna Dane McVay, Dean
Arthur Mordhorst, Winifred Frances
Parsons, Arthur Franklin Pocock,
i,
George Popa, Carmen Anthony
Ruth Purdy; Marian Christine
Roller, Eunice . Eileen Saxe, Andrew
Gans Sharkey,' Jr., Donald Spencer,
Paul Edmund Stewart, Elizabeth R.
Woodward, John Charles Wynn, Kenneth Pidcock Yates.
Sophomores with "B" were: Thorn-a- s
Lee Bahler. Robert Tames Berry,

Tues., Sept, 24 Dean Bruere
Wed., Sept, 25 Music.
Thurs.v Sept. 26 Pres. Wishart.

readers.

Hold Successful
Summer Session

Alumni Pursue
Further Studies
(Continued from

Pe

1)

Tefferson Medical College; Richard
Weygandt, Western Reserve University
law school; Robert, Black, Syracuse
University; Eric Boehm, teaching fel- lowshipTin History, Mass. State"
Ernest Campbell,' Union Theo
logical Seminary, New York City;
Marion Clark, Colgate University;
John Cobler, Purdue University; Robert Common!, Harvard Medical.
Col-leer-

e:

Pretbvterian Theological Seminary,
Chicago; Tom Gee,Jnion Theological Seminary; Qiarlei Giles, Western
Pittsburgh;
Seminary,
Theological
Dave Gillespie, Western Reserve Med
ical School; Robert Gould,, Physics
Dep't, Louisiana State University;
Raymond Hainer Assistant in Chemistry. Brown University; Bill Hall,
Buffalo Medical School; Walter Har
ris, Dep't of Chemistry, Ohio State
University; Robert Hirt, Dep't of
Chemistry, Brown University.

RobertCasserlyThnmasS.

Crow, Helen Elizabeth Dayton, Mar
virt William Evans. ' Elizabeth M
"Classco, Ruth Frances Hileman, Loil
- Janet - Lambie, Mary Virginia Lee
Miriam Jean McCorkle, Roderick
dark MacDonald, Erdine Lucille
Maxwell. Thomas Marion Perkins,
Bemice . Robins. Martha
Dorothy
Olive'
Elizabeth
Jane Robinson.
Rohrabaugh, Barbara Rugen. Cam
Sarterthwaite,
Joanne Eliz
eron
beth Schuur, Bertha Jeannett Spoon
Lorna
er, Margaret Jane Stevens,
Ruth Strawn, Edwin Douglas Waliine,
Eldon Guy Wheeler
High grades among the Freshmen
were earned by: Roger Seaton Beck,
Hajry Leonard Bigelowy Marfan Alice
Carleton," John Otis Clay, Lois Mildred Clowes, Daniel Eliseo Cordova,
Margaret Alice Coryell, Elinor Louise
Ehrman, Harold Roy Grady, James
M. Gradv. Anne Mary Harms. Eliza
beth Anne Harper, Edgar Clay Hay- '
den, Donald Glenn Hoff, Edmond
William Holroyd, Robert Arthur Ir
vin, Jean Ferguson Loweth, William
Welsh McConnell, Qarice A. Miraldi
Anita June Ogdeh. Grace Ohki, Eric
- Walter
Peon, Elizabeth Rose Piatt,
Elizabeth Margaret Py, James Mat
tthew Raich. Alice Dorothv Rickards.
Elizabeth Jane Rogers, Alice Virginia
Roosma. Jack Strang, Fannie M. Te
ikushan, Alice Jane Walker, Robert
Kooper Mest, Lois Marian Wilson,
. Douglas Dore Zook.

Sam Hood. Ohio State University;
Thomas Jacot, Dept. of Physics, Uni
versity of Akron; Gerald Johnson,
Princeton Theological Seminary; Bob
Kerr, University of Cincinnati; Elvan
Kintner, Yale University; Michael
Kubico, Dep't of Chemistry, North
western University; BiU LyUvWesterri
"
Reserve University School of Law;
James Macaulay, Western Reserve
School of Medicine; Joe Mateer,
Dep't of Physics, Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Robert Mill. Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute; Jameel Mu
barak. Marquette Medical School;
George Muller. Fletcher School of
Law and Diplomacy; Wilson Newell,
Medical
University
Northwestern
School; Meade Patterson, Dep't of
Geology, Columbia University.

urn

PAUL STEWART

Courtesy Wooster Daily Record

STAN GOOD

papers had an opportunity to meet
up with these same two faces. Reports
have it at Art Murray's office that a
clipping was sent in from 'a California
paper concerning the Wooster "Wilt
kie for President" club. That's really
World
getting around, isn't it? Wendell Will
kie was on our campus once as i
friend: this club hopes hell come
World Fellowship organized plans
as a president
some day
again
for the coming year at the Big Four
Retreat and planned a program of
varied activity." The group is concenDirectory
trating their program on "What we
believe and what we're going to do
about it."
For the second consecutive year
Among the plans for the future are
alt tmria I flrtivifiot will be abetted
rs
series of deputations to be given
- members - at- - the churches by a freshman directory. It is designed,
''"
The "Willkie for President" club around Wooster. These plays will be to aid frosh in better acquainting
and the college Republican club are mainly about' missionaries and their themselves with their classmates. This
a.
year's edition. - editedaaJv - Bob - KicK-One and jhesame thingrThe former lives.
The group is also planning a series secker ahTBob Edwardsrwill Include
is merely a specialization ot tne latter.
phone number, as
Through the efforts of Art Murray of discussions to be led by authori- name, address, and
of each
description
well
brief
as
a
be
an
Topics
are to
the local club has gained a great deal tative leaders.

The purpose of the club was, and is,
to "bring Willkie before the Wooster
It is responsible for
students."
some of the Willkie pins that the stu- dents are flashing around so promirF
i
i
j i
ently. Ihey sent out aoout a nunareu
letters to the men and women of this
college i"tc7 let"them know that things
were buzzing out this way and that
theywbuld continue to buzz for some
time at least until November. Further publicity stunts are being planned
at the present, and if some day soon1
a "Registration Booth For.Those Who
Think That Willkie Should Be Our
Next President" seems to arise as if
from nowhere, don't be surprised. It's
only the Willkie club "on the ball."
T

or

the two
founders were printed in Cleveland,
Columbus, Akron, and Pittsburgh pa- pers. No doubt the readers ot otner
Pictures

of publicity.

Fellowship
Plans New Year

Issue Frosh

.

ADVERTISERS

tenrnTof personswhey replaced.
Dr. Compton, a Nobel prize
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WELCOME STUDENTS

n

upper-classme-

A. Arranges

.

ivirs.

BARBER SHOP

t

freshman.

nounced later.

.

D I C K :M O R R I S O N ' S

.

South East Corner of Square

Activities

meet at.
men
doughnuts
and
Cider
10:15.
"
served.

I D E A

will be

L

DA

I

WELCOME STUDENTS
GET THE HABIT NOW

Call

BY

E L

For LAUNDRY

L

I O T

T'S

DRY CLEANING

An Agent in Each Dorm

Where You Get Quality Ice Cream

Members haye" planned a series of
orientation meetings every Wednesday
evening. Topics for discussion will be
varsity and intramural sports, student
publications, studies, dramatics, and
the Kenarden system.
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Year

k

erson Rugh, Bonebrake Theological
Seminary; Howard Shaw, College of
Wooster Conservatory of Music; Rob
ert Shreffler, Cep't of Geology, Ohio
State University; Dill bimmonds, Cornell Medical School, Ithaca, N. Y.;
Dean Stillson, Western Reserve Medical School; Richard Stoudenheimer,
Dep't of Physics, Syracuse University;
Frank Thatcher, Y.M.C.A. School of
Cincinnati; Joseph Thompson, Dept.
,oi Political Science, University of
Chicago John Van Voris, Dep't of
Geology, Rutgers. University; Clark
West, University of Michigan Medical
School.
......

FOR RENT Two fine rooms and
private kitchen' for. 3 or 4 men
35 per semester.
students.
574 Stibbs St., Cor. Spink. 7

Arthur Compton, Marion A. Blan- kenhorn, Dean Hopkins, MissuLucy
Lillian Notestein, and Howard F.
Lowry were approved as trustees by
the Synod of Ohio at its annual
meeting last June. Messrs. Lowry,
Blankenhorn, and Hopkins are serv
ing in the class of 1943 whereas the
oher twcjaet filUng out unexpired

ner, succeeds
Wilson M. Compton in the class of
1941 who resigned. He was elected on
Wooster's summer session attracted
the recommendation of the Board of
85 students this year, with a slight in
Trustees. Miss Notestein replaces Mr.
crease over last year's enrollment, ac
Lawrence C. Freer, who lives in Cali
cording.' to Dr. Vergilius A. Ferm,
fornia and who, because of, his
dean of the summer school. The total
to attendmeetings,resigned.
registration, counting music students,
She will finish out his term in the
included 23 from Wooster, "31 from class
of 1942.
.....
other parts of Ohio, one from a for
of the
head
former
Lowry,
Dr.
eign country, smd 12 from the states
department
was
English
College's
of Michigan. Pennsylvania. Maryland.
by the Board to fill a' va
nominated
Connecticut, and New York..
the class of 1943. Mr. Blank
Practice teaching was a special fea cancy in
is serving as a Doctor of Med-- ,
enhorn
ture offered this year in cooperation
University of Cincinnati
with the work of the Wooster High icine in the
is affiliated with the
Hopkins
Mr.
and
School summer school. Students were
and Dye in
Fackler
firm
law
of
able to fulfill the practice teaching
requirements for the Ohio state cer
tificate in 30 Jays. This course was in
charge of the principal and superin
tendent of the hlgrr school.
Other courses offered were sociol
Y.W.C.A. Opens
ogy, English, French, geology, geog
raphy, American history, education,
philosophy, and religion. .
Y.W.C.A. will hold its first, meetProfessors who taught this summer
are: Dr. Johnston. Dr. Moore. Mr ing Wednesday) September 25, at
Olthouse, Mr. Ver Steeg, Mr. Stone- Babcock Hall, at 6:45 p. m. It will
burner, Mr. Rowe, Mrs. Rowe, Mr,
be a popcorn party and Celia Retzlet
Parmelee, Mrs. Parmelee, Mr. De
membership drive
Veny, Mr. Barris, Mr. Frank, Mr. is in charge. The
'
Davis, Mr. Ellsworth, and Dr. Vance. will start with the party.

The book is expected to prove of
Today
Tea House Opens
interest to unattached
Y.M.C.
be
will
as well as freshmen.
open
The Scot Tea House
m.
Friday,' September 20, at 3:30 p.
The directories will go on sale
Various
A tea for transfers will be held there
evening, September 20 in the
in the afternoon. The teahouse will
'will be handled by
be open every afternoon from 3 p. m. dormitories. Sales
Dean Bruere will talk to the fresh
the editors in Douglass while Jean
Charles Rath, Western Reserve Med. man boys at the first .meeting of the to 5:30 p. m.( and every evening from
Smeltz and Helen Merry will canvass
by
announced
as
p.m.,
10
p.m.
8
to
School; Clarence Plessinger, Y.M.C.A. which will be held in the
ical
the girls' dorms.
Gensbigler.
Ruth
NationalSchool for Professional Douglass Lounge Wednesday SepScouting; Ralph Redmond, Univers tember 25 at 7:00.
ity of Pittsburgh; Howard Rhodes;
Thursday, September 26, the upper-clas- s
WELCOME STUDENTS
Princeton Theological Seminary; Em
Miller's at
will

PATRONIZE

College Trustees

in-abih-

Arthur CorreL Engineering Dep't,
University of Michigan; Paul Ellis,

4

Call 'To Reporters Board' Appoints

To Bring Willkio Before Wooster is Purpose

Honor Roll While. "Chapel
Programs
Class of 41 Lags

ft

Friday, September 20, 1940
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STORE
E. Liberty Street
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CARRY THE PEM

&c flu.
To

New and Old Students

We invite you to visit our larger and more

.

con-

venient Camera and Gift Shop. Come in, look
around, you will need something later.

MYSTERY

7u

-

Olivia DeHawiland, Jeffrey Lynn

.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
I

-- ALBUMS

J
;
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"My Love' Came Back"
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Max Im, 1)0;
MokWVotwMrficPM

Weds. Thurs.
-

THAT ARE DIFFERENT"
.

md WrUtllnt ocif
tWi,fa.50lo$laX)

Greer Garson

NICK

Laurence Olivier

AMSTER

"Pride and Prejudice"

.

Phone 16

Tues.

Tyrone Power, Linda Darnell
Deanjagger

Snyder Studio
IERA and GIFT SHOP

?

-

fa

LIFE

That smart, exclusive 11710 of shimmering Pearl ring$
which excites admiration, wheo you're seen in iu cowpns
Saclesa Filler with a Biff Ink
tented
Tii
Reserve in place of a rubber ink sac.
Tliat streamlined Television barrel which keeps you from
missing the boat by showing if your ink is running low.
14 K Gold "lubricated"
That extra resilient,
Point which take$ the load offyouf handt
It's the revolutionary Parker Vacumatic the only Pen of
its kind in the world. Yet based on official Life Expectancy
Tables of leading insurance companies it coitt leu than
poorest pent because it's Guabamtbkd for Lira by Parker's
Blue Diamond. Try it today at the nearest pen counter.
The Parker Pen Compsny, Isnesrille, Wisconsin.
non-britt-

"Men Against the Sky"

TIE

UNUSUAL COLOR?

.

TZXV

REFUSE TO WRINKLE?

GREETING CARDS

zz&

Dix, Edmond

Richard

WEAR SO LONG?

GIFTS

East Liberty atB ever Streets

21

"

"

FRAMES

"PHOTOGRAPHS

GUARANTEED

Fri., Sat. -- r Sept. 20, 21

- We Carry an EwelleWSeleciiolfdfr
CAMERAS and FILM

Thar Will Help You Get The'Breals!

Wooster Theatre
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